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“Duette” and is only 89 cents. Initialed rhinestone bracelets are clever at $1. And what could be more natural than to go from jewelry to compacts! Here the absolute “nth” degree is a “Rolette” of flexible metal strips fastened together. Slip it between your thumb and forefinger, and presto! there’s your mirror and the rest of the doo-dads the self-respecting compact holds within itself. Streamlined compacts are modern and the big square ones never go amiss.

Now for something not quite so glamorous but very, very clever—an umbrella with a handle that unscrews and reveals a niche containing thin-as-paper toe rubbers. In brown and cream or black and silver there’s a touch of genius—and convenience—about them. At $3.95 these are simply the top, but two or three others are on the way up—the rubberized silk umbrella in transparent yellow at $2 and the umbrella with the attractive red modernistic Scottie handle.

ITS these umbrellas which protect the darling hand knit sweaters which lie hidden under raincoats. Hand knitting is a booming industry. I was told. Italian women do it in New Jersey. They can knit up a sweater in an hour which will sell for $3 in as short a time. If you’re clever you won’t have to pay that much, though.

Bright colors predominate with some stunning blacks and whites and the tweedy knit combinations. Big yarns, buttons down the front, large open chain designs, roll collar with pockets, stripes forming a square around the neck—all are in. And turtle necks are coming back! You can’t go wrong if you give her a hand knit sweater.

For that ticklish gift, if you get stockings never forget they must be the tissue chiffon. Their color may be deep red or green if you just dare! On up to lingerie, the neatest, briefest thing out is a self-patterned peach silk “Purura” at $1 with delicate strap across the back and never a wrinkle. Wrinkles would be impossible with such lines.

By this time, if your money hasn’t run out, you can still see gloves and handkerchiefs, plaid boucle scarfs that fairly shout, as well as darling pleated velvet collars. And here’s wishing that you may wake up to a merry, merry Christmas and find that some college chum has sent you a Renaissance boy collar to go around your own youthful neck.

---

**Or, if You Prefer,**

**Add to Her Dressing Table**

**With Some New Cosmetic**

BY DOROTHY FEDDERSON

MERRY MODERN went Christmas shopping at the request of the Iowa Homemaker. Perhaps she was a little ahead of time, but that is a good failing. She was in search of cosmetics.

Although she visited six drug stores, three department stores and two novelty shops one day last week, she didn’t buy a thing—not that day. Her job was to scout around for you.

Merry Modern, cosmetic detective, found out a lot of things in her sleuthing expedition. She reported them, as ordered, to the Homemaker, and here they are:

First, the latest vanity cases come in silver and black— and are both striking and dainty. Most women can always use another compact, and especially one so ready for any occasion as these are.

The Bottle Counts, Too

See this tiny red case? No, it’s not a lipstick—it’s a perfume container. Inside it are four very thin glass tubes, each with a different kind of perfume. You just break off the end of the tube and spill the contents over you. Each tube contains just enough for one application. Fun, isn’t it? And so much variety and not too expensive.

And speaking of perfumes—if you’re not just sure what odor will be favorable to the recipient of your Christmas offering, Merry suggests you try a floral odor. You can’t go wrong on them. They are always found in good taste and suit a larger number of uses and personalities. The lovely bottles used this season makes a perfume gift doubly acceptable.

To dress up a dressing table, hob-nail crystal powder jars, colonial in type, are the thing. They have fluffy down puffs and may be bought in various pastel shades. French powder boxes in gold or silver finished with Dresden prints on the lid are also attractive.

SQUAT little atomizers would be appreciated by anyone who feels that the only way to put on perfume is by a general spray.

Manicure implements—in fancy dressing table boxes or leather kits—are the makings of a to-be-appreciated gift. Terra cotta and Hawaiian are new shades of lipstick which make a very good gift for yourself if they suit your type. All stores will be featuring their own special sets of powder, perfume and cream at prices to suit your purse. There are the usual sachets and bath preparations.

Among unusual bath preparations is a new bath meal which really softens the water and also serves as bath salts.

A new trick with chipped beef gives you an economical luncheon dish. Boil and drain 2 cups of washed raw rice, then steam until it is fluffy. Shred a half-pound of chipped beef with scissors and cook in a frying pan with a tablespoon of fat until crisp and browned. Combine with hot boiled rice and serve with a cream sauce.